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After that, Zenon did not continue attacking.

Instead, he immediately exited the eight-dimensional space.

He was now going to check what was going on in the outside world.

When David saw Zenon leave, naturally, he followed.

The two appeared over the Fellowes family almost at the same time.

They did no reappear very far from Sid, who was in the middle of the two families.

Zenon glanced around.

It was different from what he had imagined.

The two families have not yet fought.

Finally, his eyes fell on Sid, and he understood.

'He's here, so it's no wonder the fight hasn't started.

'The chances of a battle starting where Sid is is very small.' "Grandmaster!" "Grandmaster!"

The Palmore family members revealed surprised expressions one after another.

With the arrival of their grandmaster, they could finally breathe a sigh of relief.

The Fellowes family felt relieved when they saw David's clone returning safely.

"Draken, what's going on?" Zenon asked aloud.

Although he already guessed the general situation in his heart, he still asked. 1

Draken took a step forward and replied respectfully, "Grandmaster, when we were about to fight, Sid appeared and stopped US.

Not only that, but he also slandered you in front of all forces in the entire star Kingdom. He said you're ambitious and you want to

unify the Star Kingdom to get to a higher realm.” "Oh? Did he really say that?" "It’s absolutely true! I dare not lie to you." "Lord

Sid, that’s not very nice of you. When you were the head, I didn’t speak ill of you behind your back and I had always supported

your work. Why did you slander me the moment you came to my territory? When have I offended you? I didn't insist on being the

head, but you didn't care about the proposals of the deputy heads, so you can't blame US for this," Zenon said sarcastically with

a fake smile.

"Zenon, you know very well if I'm slandering you. others may not know what you are worried about, but I know very well. It’s just

that I didn't expect you to break through to peak Sacred Saint Rank and was caught offguard. Otherwise, I would never have let

you become the head no matter what," Sid replied blankly.

"Sid, just because I called you Lord Sid out of respect, you shouldn't be too presumptuous too! You have no right to deny me the

position of head. You should say that when you become a peak Sacred Saint!” "Zenon, I admit that your talent is unrivaled, but

you lack virtue, and you only think about how to improve yourself. Even if your plan is successful, you will not be recognized by

everyone in Star Kingdom. How will you get the power of faith if you’re not recognized? It will all be in vain if that happens..."

Sid revealed Zenon's secret.

"Shut up!" Zenon yelled, interrupting Sid directly.

"Sid! I don't need you to teach me. You should just take care of yourself! Don't take advantage of your seniority, otherwise, don't

blame me for disrespecting you!” Zenon roared.

David was very confused as he listened to the conversation.

'What plan? What recognition? What power of faith?

'I don't understand!'

After thinking about it for a while, David felt too lazy to continue thinking.

Whatever plan Zenon had, David could ruin it.

In the face of absolute strength, everything else was futile.

David was not the only one who did not understand, no one else could understand either.

Their strength was not enough.

The strongest among them was only a True Saint.

The power of faith was something that only a peak Sacred Saint could use and touch.

If Sid broke through to peak Sacred Saint Rank, with the prestige he had accumulated in Star Kingdom for so many years, he

could already build statues everywhere and collect the power of faith.

However, a late Sacred Saint could not do that just yet.
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